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AUTOMATIC GENERATION of THEOREMS and PROOFS On Enumerating Permutations that Avoid Consecutive Patterns
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Preface
The present article is a case study in automated generation of theorems and proofs in mathematics,
and its main goal is to present by example a research methodology, extensively pursued by Zeilberger
and his students, of “teaching” the computer to do research in mathematics. Hence, we will focus
on the meta-level and expect the reader to look up, for human approaches, the pioneering work
of Elizalde and Noy [EN], and the subsequent exciting work of, Anders Claesson, Touﬁk Mansour,
Sergey Kitaev, Anthony Mendes, Jeﬀ Remmel, and the more recent work of Vladimir Dotsenko
and Anton Khoroshkin and Boris Shapiro, and the beautiful resolution of the Warlimont conjecture
by Richard Ehrenborg, Sergey Kitaev, and Peter Perry [EKP]. This paper also contains extensive
references. We will also assume that the reader is familiar with Zeilberger’s Umbral Transfer Matrix
method [Z1]. See [EZ][Z1][Z2][Z3][Z4] for previous, computer-generated, appilcations.
The present article, and especially the accompanying Maple package ELIZALDE downloadable
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